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LITTLE REASONS
TO SPECIFY STERNBERG
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Sternberg Lighting designs and builds the most
robust LED optics in the industry. Longevity and optical
performance are unmatched providing efficiently
designed products that give the customer life-long value.
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Our 6-step polyester powder coat finishing
process meets or exceeds all guidelines set forth by
the Polyester Powder industry to ensure longevity and
durability of our coatings application. We even coat the
inside of our pole bases.

Sternberg Lighting provides glare relief with
Soft Vue™ lenses giving unparalleled visual comfort
without distorting lighting distribution patterns of
LED optics.
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Sternberg wraps poles and fixtures not only in
stock packaging, but also fully cartons the product to
ensure damage-free shipping.

Decorative aluminum pole bases are cast in 1-piece
having an integral floor. There are no welded-in floors,
thus providing strength and durability for years to come.

Sternberg’s name is cast into every pole base
for future identification. Years from now we will be here
to service the products we build for you today.
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We double circumferentially weld most of our
pole assemblies to ensure strength, transmit wind
load effectively and to increase longevity.
Our acorn ballast fitters are leveled and welded
to the pole shaft. This method ensures stability, avoids
fixture wobble and prevents fixture assembly from
becoming a projectile if hit by a vehicle.

All exterior fasteners are stainless steel and their
heads are painted to match the pole finish. There will
be no bright stainless sparkle to ruin the appearance of
the finish.
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Pole base access doors are, in most cases,
designed with a single center screw and bar clamp so
that each door can fit any base casting. Hardware is
treated with an anti-seize compound to ensure easy
removal and installation.

Our Verde Green and Swedish Iron finishes are
still hand applied using our legendary 3-step antiquing
method.
Sternberg’s driver and ballast housings are
engineered to draw heat away from sensitive electronic
equipment thus ensuring long and reliable service life
backed up by the best warranty in the business.

Sternberg Lighting is nearly a century old and
is 100% Employee owned and operated. Our company
has a proven track record of quality and performance.
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Sternberg Lighting has the best custom
and modified standard product capabilities in the
decorative outdoor lighting market.

800-621-3376
555 Lawrence Ave., Roselle, IL 60172
info@sternberglighting.com
www.sternberglighting.com
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